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Abstract— Java is Object-Oriented Programming Languages (OOPL) that widely used for software development. But Java has a limitation for working with Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). Java language structure and syntax has not more support for working with DSLs and including type of Java language. Static language like Java does not more flexible for DSLs handle. This limitation has to solve by adding new language structure and syntax into Java language. Groovy is a dynamic programming languages that support DSLs with internal structure. In this paper, we introduce “JGroovy” which is extended Java programming language with Groovy programming. We are built JGroovy compilers that fully support Java programming language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Language Oriented Programming (LOP) [1] is computer programming paradigm for solving a specific problem with domain-specific language (DSL) and general-purpose languages (GPL). A language specification of DSL can be seen as any language what is not general purpose. The LOP can consists of a set of DSLs which manages group of specific problem. The famous of Object–Oriented programming language (OOPL) like Java has enabled to support programmers who want to written LOP paradigm. The Java Specification Language (JSL) [9] was prepared some specification to working with DSL like this.

- Fluent Interface
- Annotations
- Generics

These language specifications have been allowed programmer to write a domain language on top of Java with easy technique. But it is not easy likes that because there are two kinds of DSLs: internal and external. And DSLs that define in JSL is internal DSLs. The Java language is not a better fit for creating internal DSLs because static languages like Java cannot take all advantages of metaprogramming technique to writing internal DSLs. On the other word, Java language is an appropriate for creating external DSLs, which are more depend on the host language syntax.

There are many programming languages what are based on Java language [18]. And those languages are compatible with Java Virtual Machine such as JRuby [13], Groovy [11], and Scala [5]. The programming language as Groovy is designed for working with internal DSLs, because that programming language adds powerful metaprogramming features for support internal DSLs development. Groovy programming language is appropriated for developing internal DSLs because it is dynamic language. The power of dynamic methods of the Groovy language allows developers to add and invoke methods dynamically. So developers and programmers can add methods at runtime because Groovy maintains a metaclass for each Java class.

Java is a programming language that supports an external DSL. It is easy when we want to extend a new programming language into the Java programming language because an external DSL is supported in easy way. The advantage of new language structure is the way for working with another DSL. Moreover, the language structure is not always change when programmers are working with another DSL. The Groovy programming language has some proper structure for manage DSL in kind of internal. So, the new language is using Groovy language features for handle problem. The extensible language is supported an internal DSL for manage specific problems.

In this paper, we extended the Java programming language with the Groovy programming language for improving Java programming with external DSLs technique. We extended Groovy programming language features on top of Java programming language where Groovy incorporates Java construct as parts.

In the rest of this paper, we describe the related work in section 2, and describe system overview in section 3. In section 4, 5 and 6, we demonstrate all sub-modules in our compiler. Section 7, we represent preliminary experiment of the JGroovy compiler. Finally, the future work and concludes is explained in Section 8.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been many efforts to build tool for extensible compiler for Java and other languages. We demonstrate those extended languages and compilers.

JMatch [3] is an extension Java programming language with support for data abstraction and iteration abstraction. JMatch has mechanism for pattern matching that support data...
abstraction features of Java. It handle iteration abstractions to convenient for use and implement.

MetaBorg [2] is an embedding tool for adding domain-specific languages. It allows one to extend a host language by adding concrete syntax for objects. MetaBorg is handling the specification of conditional abstract syntax tree with Stratego/XT rewriting system.


JaCo [4] is an extensible Java 1.4 compiler for algebraic types with defaults. JaCo concept is used to design Keris [17] programming language which adds an expressive module system to Java.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF JGROOVY COMPILER SYSTEM

The JGroovy compiler system comprises of several sub-modules which work together. There are three extensive sub-modules in JGroovy compiler: lexical analyzer, syntactic and semantic analyzer (Figure 1). The JGroovy compiler is an extension Java compiler with Groovy specification language. Therefore, the JGroovy compiler is fully supported Java 5 language specification.

The JGroovy compiler use Java programming language as a host language, and use Groovy programming language for extended language. There are many different features between Java and Groovy. We described what Groovy features are necessary for extended to Java in section 3.1 and how to extended Groovy feature to host language in section 3.2.

First, Groovy is object-oriented language that runs on the JVM. Groovy is supported Java 1.4 or newer. Moreover, the programming syntax is familiar to Java programmers. As a Java programmer, you can use almost of Java programming skill for Groovy. Then in aspect of language designer, you will build a language simply by reusing different language definition modules, such as modules for expressions, declarations, etc. Finally, it supports DSLs and smart syntax. So the source code is easy to maintain.

However, there are some features of Groovy that are not available in Java as follows.

- Closure
- Native syntax for lists and maps
- Native support for regular expression
- Dynamic and Static typing
- Embed expression inside strings
- Switch statement and polymorphic iteration
- Smart syntax for writing bean
- And safe navigation

To support Groovy features, the language needs to be extended in several ways. At the semantic analyzer, the language needs to be extended with notation for dynamic type, safe navigation, and native of regular expression. At the syntactic analyzer, the language needs to be extended production rules of Groovy that are not available in Java language.

B. Extensible Java compiler with Groovy Specification

With the techniques developed and extended language specification in previous section we are now able to build extensible compilers. The main program is consists of two main components: Java component and Groovy component. There are two modules in Java component: Java1.4 and Java5. Each module contains many sub-modules for support each JSL.Groovy components reused and extended Java components (Figure 3). Therefore, the JGroovy compiler is supported all Java API because it extended on top of Java API (Figure 2).

In Groovy component is consisted of Groovy frontend and backend. The frontend are semantic checker such as error checking and prettyprinter: they parse Groovy source files together with Java source file and read dependently class file.
IV. STACK MACHINE LEXICAL ANALYZER

The characters of the source program are scanned by lexical analyzer to discover tokens. Hence, the lexical analyzer must be defined the regular expression (RE) of both languages (Java and Groovy) for describe the token.

The Groovy programming language is almost like the Java programming language. So there are several ambiguous syntaxes when we introduce Groovy Specification Languages (GSL) to JSL. For example delimiter; Java programming language is defined delimiter as semi-colon for statement terminator but Groovy is not. It uses both of semi-colon and line-terminator for end of statement, etc.

We use the stack-machine technique for resolving these problems. The stack-machine scanner will read next-token. Then the stack-machine scanner will approve the input token and assign right state to scanner (see Figure 4). The next-token and stack-machine function should be straightforward. The basic steps are as follows:

1. Read first token and put current state into stack-machine (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)).
2. See what the next character is (Figure 4(c)). (Ignore comments and white spaces), and then return the token with the appropriate, and pop or put state to proper state.

--- If the next character is an operator, or delimiter, return the appropriate kind (Figure 4(d)). (e.g., if the character is “(”, return the token with the “kind” value of “LPAREN”, go to another state which is upon current state and put current state);
--- If it is a number (integer), return the token with the “kind” value of “INTEGER” and the “val” value of the whole number, but not just the first digit; and
--- If it is a word (string/character array), return the token with the “kind” value of “IDENTIFIER” and the “id” value of the whole string, but not just the first character. If the string is a keyword (e.g., “if”, “else”, etc.), return the token with the proper “kind” value.

With stack-machine technique, the lexical analyzer can describe particular pattern of both languages.

V. SYNTAX ANALYZER EXTENSIONS

The syntax analyzer determines whether the stream of tokens from the lexical analyzer from a valid sentence in programming language grammar.

To support Groovy features in Java, the parsing grammar must be extended the Groovy keyword and delimiters such as def, in, and including productions rule for dynamic declaration, literal, and groovy for-loop etc. An example that represents
declaration and instantiation between host language and extended languages is showed below.

```java
public class Demo {
    public static void main(String args) {
        Demo demo1 = new Demo();
        def demo2 = new Demo()
    }
}
```

**Figure 5. Java and Groovy variable declaration**

In a grammar, the strings that returned by the lexer and symbols which appear in the input sentence to the parser are terminal symbols or tokens, while those that appear on the left-hand of the some rule are nonterminal symbols. We extended the production rule of the dynamic declaration that consists of terminal and nonterminal symbols (Figure 6).

```java
Access dynamic_type
  = DEF [: return new DynamicTypeAccess("def"); ; ] ;

BodyDecl def_declaration
  = modifiers.m? dynamic_type.t def_declarators.v SEMICOLON
  [: return new FieldDecl(new Modifiers(m), t, v); ; ]
```

**Figure 6. JGroovy : The production rule of dynamic variable declaration**

The JastAdd uses abstract context-free grammar for basic specification. Each production rule has specific abstract context-free grammar. Each abstract grammar has a specific Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). The AST is used to design model of programming language structure as a class hierarchy (Figure 7) with abstract class like statement and expression. In the other word, the AST is an augmented class hierarchy with subcomponent information corresponding to production on the right-hand sides.

```
A ::= ;
B :: A ::= <Name:String>; 
C :: A ::= TypeB : B
```

**Figure 7. Class hierarchy of AST**

### A. Java Syntax Definitions

Of course, we use Java programming language as a host language. Therefore, Java programming language is firstly language that design for using with compiler. The AST is used to design compiler structure. The AST structure is used to a guide line to design parsing grammar. For example; The AST of Java variable declaration is showed in figure 8. On the left-hand side of the AST (before ‘::=’), there must be a single variable. The single variable is nonterminal symbol. While the right-hand side has a special form that describe the production rule or terminal symbol.

```java
VarAccess : Access ::= <ID:String>;
TypeAccess : Access ::= <Package:String> <ID:String>;
FieldDecl : MemberDecl ::= Modifiers TypeAccess:Access
VariableDecl*;
```

**Figure 8. An AST of Java variable declaration**

### B. Groovy Syntax Definitions

The AST of Groovy language is Groovy language structure definition likes Java language. The AST of Groovy is extended from Java’s AST in kind of inheritance. Because the characteristic of both languages are resemble. We can reuse AST structure from Java language such as variable declaration etc.

The syntax of Groovy is defined and created on JastAdd [16] specification, a Java-based system for compiler implementation. A JastAdd component consist of an object-oriented abstract grammar that defines the AST, reference attributes for behavior specifications, and the context free grammar for parsing java and extensions. The JastAdd system is transformed all Groovy and Java syntax definition to JGroovy compiler source code.

### VI. SEMANTIC ANALYZER EXTENSIONS

In the previous section we describe how the Groovy is syntactically extended in Java using the modular syntax definition formalism that is defined by JastAdd. From this extending we can generate parser. The parser can parse program which written in Java and Groovy form. The JastAdd is a prepared module for checking semantic as static-semantic checking. We can extend these modules or create new module for managing system behavior. The Reference Attribute Grammars [14] (RAGs) is used to handle and access class in semantic module. The semantic module is created for guarantee the correctness of source code before transform to byte code.

RAGs are specific file that use in JastAdd. RAG is specific language for handle compiler behavior. It composes of ordinary Java language and specific language. The specific language is a kind of aspect-oriented programming.
Figure 9. JastAdd compiler construction system

There are several modules which design in previous section, and all sections must be verified and approved by the JastAdd compiler construction system. The JastAdd is checked AST, syntactic and semantic module. Finally, the Jastadd is transformed all modules to compiler source code (Figure 9).

VII. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT

To evaluate affects of our implementation technique, we have evaluated by comparing it in to Java compiler, Groovy Compiler and JastAddJ5 [10] compiler. We have used a test suite of Jacks [6] compiler to evaluate all compilers. Jacks with 4619 test cases were conducted to test performance of three compilers. Each compiler was tested for three times. Jacks test cases are designed and maintained by the Mauve project. A test suite is designed from JLS. A goal of each test case is a compile result corresponding to an expected result of a test case. For example, if we want to test a unicode-escape. A test case is shown below (Figure 10). A Compiler that is tested by this test case must show up an error while working on bodies of source code.

```java
expect tltest::test 3.3-invalid-1 (A unicode sequence must have four hex digits) { A unicode sequence must have four hex digits } {
    compile (saveas T33i1.java {class T33i1
        { char c = 'u20'; }
}}
} {FAIL}
```

Figure 10. An example of Jacks test case

The Jacks test suite prepares many modules for testing a compiler. Lists of testing module are shown below.

- Arrays
- Blocks and statements
- Classes
- Conversions and promotions
- Definite assignment
- Expressions
- Interfaces
- Lexical structure
- Names
- Packages
- Types values and variables
- Etc.

We use Javac compiler version jdk1.5.0_06 and including JastAddJ5 for testing and comparing with the JGroovy
compiler. This experiment is conducted to evaluate an error of JGroovy compiler with Java5 specification after Groovy features have been extended. The result of experiment is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Skip</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>% Pass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Javac 5</td>
<td>4540</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>98.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JastAddJ5</td>
<td>4569</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>98.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JGroovy</td>
<td>4557</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of experiment show that the JGroovy compiler with test cases found error less than Javac 5 compiler. And, the JGroovy compiler found error more than JastAddJ5. Because JGroovy compiler supports more syntax than Java compiler, it found error more than JastAddJ5. However, percentages of pass for three compilers are almost same. It shows that JGroovy has performance as other two compilers.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an extensible Groovy programming language to Java 5. We have built JGroovy compiler with Java languages specification and Groovy language specification. The both of languages can work together with Stack Machine Lexical Analyzer. We also have tested performance of JGroovy. The experiment result of JGroovy shows that it supports almost Java language specification 5.
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